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Chapter 3312 

Almost at this time, George Han had already transported Zhenneng, and his body suddenly moved. 

When Gui Zun’s eyes shrank, he didn’t carelessly. Immediately surrounded by black energy, Hou George 

Han’s frantic counterattack at any time. 

But almost when he was just getting ready, there was a moment of shock in his eyes. 

“What?” What 

surprised him was that even though George Han moved at this time, he did not attack him as he 

expected, but instead turned around without hesitation and turned towards the jade behind him. Face 

Shura attacked. 

Gui Zun didn’t expect it. Jade face Shura didn’t expect it either. 

After all, from the beginning to the end, it was not him but the ghost who fought against George Han. In 

the final analysis, I am a secondary attack, and it is the first time I have joined. What the hell is this 

hatred or grievance, and it is the first time to engage yourself? 

Although very depressed, the jade-faced Shura is by no means an easy one to provoke. 

Although he is not surnamed Pei, but he can be a top-tier thug in the powerful Pei family, which 

naturally has his strengths. 

His face suddenly became cold, his hands suddenly moved, and a long ruler with a cold light directly held 

in his hands, and he madly attacked George Han. 

“One foot one world, one foot one star sea.” The 

long ruler waved. Streamer around. 

Like a long pen in the vast galaxy, with one flick of it. Starlight makes ink and moves with waves. 

boom! 

George Han, who was violently attacking, felt as if he was standing in the tide of a huge wave as soon as 

Fang touched the streamer of these waves. The powerful impact not only makes people retreat again 

and again, but more importantly. These streamers almost stick to the body like sparks, and instantly 

burn directly on his body. 

Had it not been for George Han’s hurried luck energy, relying on the resistance of the immortal 

mysterious armor, I am afraid that it would be better than him. It was bound to be severely burned 

under this streamer. 

“Somewhat interesting.” George Han smiled coldly, but he didn’t stop in his hand, passing through the 

streamer, only a moment of a sword directed against Yumian Shura. 



Suddenly. The two faced off frantically. 

Starlight emerged endlessly and exploded continuously. The surrounding air was torn apart, and the 

stars on the top moved completely. 

Both sides have their own strengths. George Han is like the fury of the dragon, and the jade-faced Shura 

also has the power of the white tiger. 

“Jade-faced Shura, really extraordinary.” Ghost Zun wanted to keep up. But seeing the two sides fighting 

brilliantly, I couldn’t help but stop and admire for a moment. 

The offensive is fierce, the defense is solid, and he deserves to be a good player in good hands. 

Gui Zun smiled coldly. It seemed that Han Sanqianzhi was a strange trick just now, but when he thought 

about it, he could figure it out. If he was replaced by himself, he might be like him. 

After all, knowing that he was flanked, and he was immortal. Naturally, he could only turn his 

breakthrough to the jade-faced Shura, but I am afraid that this kid ignored a fact, that is, this jade-faced 

Shura is definitely not as easy as he imagined. 

“Smelly boy. I’ll see how you die this time.” With a cold voice, Ghost Venerable also works really well. 

Kill George Han directly. 

The two fought back and forth, and George Han, who was in the center, was as expected. He quickly fell 

into a disadvantage, and his decay gradually appeared in the chaos. 

“Princess Seven, it seems that I can have an extra meal in the next year.” The man chuckled softly. 

The seventh princess didn’t speak. In fact, she didn’t have any specific reasons for making this heavy bet. 

It was just a very strange feeling. When she saw George Han’s shocking rain, she was deeply shocked by 

it. She always felt that the person in front of her gave herself a very strong feeling. 

She didn’t know how strong it was, but it was absolutely nothing to deal with Guizun and Yumian Shura. 

In spite of her own feelings, if she uses her own logic, she finds it a bit funny and ridiculous. 

“I haven’t lost yet.” Seventh Princess said stiffly. 

The person smiled slightly: “Although that person does have some abilities, he can compete with Jade 

Face Shura, but that’s all. With the addition of Ghost Master at this time, the balance has changed.” 

“Seven Princesses When the balance is up, even a small soldier can change the tilt of the balance, let 

alone a heavyweight like Guizun.” 

“It’s just a matter of time before he loses.” At this point, the person was in a mood. large. 

“Until the last minute, how can we meet and decide?” After the seventh princess finished speaking, she 

put down her bead curtain boringly. 

Although he didn’t admit it, he still agreed with this fact in his heart. 

But almost at the same time she lowered the bead curtain, George Han suddenly moved over there… 



Chapter 3213 

“Haha, Princess Seven, did you see that guy ran away. That guy ran away.” 

Almost as George Han moved, the person took the lead and laughed on the spot. . 

Seventh princess originally saw that George Han had a new move, and thought he would resist 

something, she was a little expectant, but when she looked up, she turned and fled. Can not help but be 

extremely disappointed and extremely depressed. 

man. Sure enough, none of them are reliable. 

Even if he bought him to win, he actually… 

“Chasing.” 

This is the case here, while Ghost Venerable and Yumian Shura are obviously more proud. 

Although George Han had escaped some distance at this time, the two did not panic at all, and even only 

sneered. 

Since this kid has lost, it means that they have a chance to win. As for this guy running now, where can 

he go? 

This is the Devil Cloud Ghost City, and that is his territory. 

Where can I go? ! 

But he was just a child in the urn, and he couldn’t live if he died at any time. 

But when the two were proud, suddenly. The smile on Gui Zun’s face slowly solidified. 

Therefore, George Han’s escape route at this time was not elsewhere. But… 

“No, impossible, impossible.” Seeing his route, Gui Zun’s face instantly paled. Shaking his head and 

staggering feebly. 

“Brother Guizun, what’s the matter?” Look at Guizun. The jade face Shura on the side was a little 

puzzled. 

George Han didn’t do anything, why Gui Zun suddenly changed from a wild laugh to such a appearance, 

and even he was a little scared. 

“He seems to have discovered my fate.” Gui Zun looked back at the jade face Shura hesitantly. 

“what?” Heard this. Jade-faced Shura almost couldn’t believe it, frowning and said: “Is it a mistake? This 

is absolutely impossible.” 

With his ability, he is not considered to be a master, at least it is a master of masters. But if he fights 

with Ghost Venerable, he has absolutely no certainty that he can find the life gate of Ghost Venerable’s 

immortal body. 

in other words. Even if it wasn’t him, Gui Zun Zongheng had encountered all kinds of masters for many 

years. There are even some masters who are stronger than them. 



Take Guizun’s fame battle as an example. He defeated four masters whose cultivation level was higher 

than his in one battle, shocking the demons. 

If Guizun’s life gate is so easy to be discovered, how could he possibly shock the demons and hardly 

meet opponents? I’m afraid it’s been dead on the street long ago, how can there be such an 

achievement now? 

so. For so many years, so many master warriors have failed to succeed. What qualifications can he have 

for a humanoid kid? 

“I don’t know. But he looks like he is heading for my fate.” Gui Zun said anxiously. 

“Perhaps, he was just a coincidence. For so many years, similar things should have happened?” Jade-

faced Shura said. 

At this point, Gui Zun didn’t refute it at all, at the same time. It can also be regarded as a calm comfort in 

my heart. 

This has indeed happened over the years. 

“That’s not enough? How many top masters can’t spy on your fate, how can he, the defeated man of us, 

He Dehe?” Yumian Shura said coldly. 

Gui Zun nodded, only then barely smiled: “That’s what I said.” 

Words fall. The two looked at each other, and then looked at George Han in the distance together. 

really. It seemed that as Yumian Shura said, George Han did not seem to have discovered his fate. He 

passed from that direction, it should be just a coincidence of the escape road, at this time George Han’s 

route has begun to deviate from his life gate. 

This made Ghost Venerable exhale even more at this time. 

But suddenly, just when the ghost was reluctant to relax, George Han suddenly stopped, and then slowly 

turned away from the incredible eyes of the ghost. 

With a cold smile at the corner of his mouth, the jade sword in his hand was also put away. 

Instead, he clasped the giant axe in his hands tightly with both hands, and the direction of the axe was 

facing a direction that instantly collapsed him. 

Fate! 

“No, no, no, it’s not a coincidence, it’s not a coincidence, he found my fate door, he found my fate 

door.” Gui Zun roared in panic, his anxious eyes filled with despair. 

Jade-faced Xiuluo looked at George Han hurriedly when he saw the ghostly respect, only to see that 

George Han had already raised his axe with both hands, led the sky, and smashed… 

Boom… 

 


